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From the Principal’s Desk…
Don’t look now, but the weather is getting warmer and the end of the
school year is quickly approaching! But, it’s not over yet. We are asking
every student, teacher, parent and staff member to give it everything
they’ve got down this final stretch. All of us have put in a tremendous
effort this year. Let’s dig down and finish the year strong! Let’s make
sure students remain in attendance and focused. Let’s make sure
everyone completes their work. Let’s get the most out of this incredibly
difficult year that we can!
We do have one upcoming event that will be very important for our
teacher and students. Our End of Year Assessments will be taking place
in a couple short weeks. This is a different test than the standardized
state test known at the Illinois Assessment of Readiness. We will be
getting a schedule together and that will be shared with the families.
This data will help us understand what your child has learned this year
and what we need to work on next year. We appreciate your help in
getting this completed.

2020 STATE
CHAMPIONS

More information will also be coming out about Summer School. Please
stay tuned if you have a child that has completed an application. We are
very pleased with the applicants we’ve received.
As always, please make sure you are keeping yourself safe and healthy!
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Washington School
Vision Statement

A Message From
The Assistant Principal…

The vision of Washington
School is to provide each
student a diverse education
in a safe, supportive
environment that promotes
self-discipline, motivation,
and excellence in learning.

Washington
Staff Promise
The Washington School
Family promises to join the
parents and the community
to assist the students in
developing skills to become
independent and selfsufficient adults who will
succeed and contribute
responsibly in a global
society.
School Website:
http://www.district148.net/washington/

Parent Info Online @
http://www.district148.net/parent.html

Sign up and check students’
grades online:

It appears that the weather is getting better and the harsh winter is
behind us. It has been a long, cold, snowy journey to get to this
point, but it is much welcomed!
I hope the season is enjoyable for all with increased outdoor activity.
The activity level at school will continue at a brisk pace.
The End of Year testing will occur in May for all students – Pre
School through grade eight. As mentioned in earlier newsletter
articles, the STAR test is nationally normed and allows the teaching
staff an opportunity to gauge each child’s progress on learning
standards. The computer test is adaptive to student responses and
will adjust questioning to accommodate students needing more
challenging questions or those needing more basic questioning. The
test will allow the staff to determine student progress over the school
year in areas of reading and mathematics. The results will be
combined with other forms of authentic classroom assessments to
determine instructional needs for the future.
In addition to assessments the students and staff will be involved
with many activities that help build school culture and demonstrate
the use of learned skills in various ways. SPARKS competition,
orchestra performances, Speed Stacking and many other activities
will all build context to learning understanding
We are pleased to offer a summer school again this year. This camp
is open to students currently receiving and those incoming
kindergarten students who will benefit from practice and instruction
before the school year begins.
Enjoy the better weather and more opportunities to be outside in the
fresh air.
Ms. Vernetta Banks
Assistant Principal
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Kindergarten
Teachers…
Ms. Scott
Ms. Hines
Greetings Kindergarten Families!

Wow! It’s the end of the year Kindergarten
Families! Thank you for partnering with us to make
sure your child continues to learn.
In English Language Arts, we will continue answering
questions about the text. We will learn how to retell a
story. We will work on building sentences
and continue to learn sight words and
to read CVC words.
During Math, we will practice addition/subtraction facts
to 10 and reviewing shapes. Students should continue
writing their first name and last name. In Science, we
will discuss the plant life cycle and animal life cycle.
During Social Studies, we will describe ways that
people are similar and different.

Congratulations to our students of the month
for Kindergarten Kyle Dewitt and Demari
Pierce- Ewing!
We hope that 1st grade will be amazing! Have
a super SUMMER!!!
Love, Ms. Hines and Ms. Scott
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1st Grade
Teachers
Ms. Henderson
Ms. Monroe

May Newsletter
Student of the Month: Ms. Henderson’s Class
Amarionna Campbell
Birthdays: Edxavier Hill and Brandon Williams
Students of the Month: Ms. Monroe’s Class
David Martell Preston Jr.
Birthday:
Emmanuel Robert Sewell Jr.
Calendar:
Last day of school is Friday, May 28, 2021
We are making history as the first virtual class of the 2020-2021
Pandemic! Congratulations 1st Grade Class!
Reading and Writing Skills






We are retelling key details in a story
Understanding the words author use
Reviewing irregular past tense verbs
Using key details to tell about the setting
Using Personal Pronouns and compound sentences

Math Skills
 Counting money and reviewing telling time on an analog
clock
 Breaking, describing, and putting shapes together
 Exploring measuring length with nonstandard units
Have a wonderful summer and good luck with summer school.
We will see you all in August. Stay healthy and safe!
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2nd Grade
Teachers…
Ms. Pennington
Ms. Robinson

“Success is the sum of small efforts, repeated day in and day
out.” -Robert Collier
Our 2nd grade students have been working hard at becoming
more avid readers and more proficient in their math facts in
preparation for 3rd grade. In Reading, we have been learning
about asking and answering questions before, during, and
after reading a text and point of view. Our anchor text is
“Marching with Aunt Susan”. In addition, we have been
studying words with vowel teams, including -ay, -ai, -y, -ea,
and -ee. Students are enjoying learning about Susan B.
Anthony and the women’s suffrage movement in Social
Studies.
In math we are working on using a variety of strategies to
add two- digit numbers with regrouping, including modeling
with base ten blocks, using place value, and breaking apart
numbers. We are applying these strategies in order to solve
word problems. Students are preparing to begin subtracting
two- digit numbers. In Language Arts, 2nd grade is learning
about plural nouns, including irregular plural nouns. Lastly,
in Science we have just completed learning about volcanoes.
Students enjoyed observing a volcano science experiment.
This school year has zoomed by on Zoom! Let’s continue to
work together and finish strong!

Mrs. Pennington and Ms. Robinson
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3rd Grade
Teachers…
Ms. Buckley
Ms. Watkins

Greetings Families!!
We are almost at the end of the 2020-2021 school year!
It has been an amazing adventure, to say the least. In
Ready Gen, we are continuing to work on Unit 2 Module
B (Connecting Character, Culture and Community).
Students will review various foundational skills as well as
revisit Informative Writing. In I-Ready math, we will
continue to learn how Multiplication and Division Are
Connected. Your child will also continue to learn various
strategies to help them solve problems and
accommodate their unique learning styles. In Science and
Social Studies, we are addressing topics in the Next
Generation Science Standards and (C3) Framework for
Social Studies State Standards for third grade. Students
will continue to engage in SEL (social-emotional learning)
activities using the platform Suite 360.
Students should continue to work on their I-Ready
learning paths 30 minutes or more daily.
Thank you for your continued support.
The students of the month are Isiah Winters (Watkins), and
MiKyah Pierce-Henderson (Buckley).
All your hard work is greatly appreciated. Be safe and see
you all soon!

Ms. Watkins and Ms. Buckley
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4th Grade
Teachers…
Mrs. Thomason

Greetings parents and guardians!!
May 4th Grade Newsletter Article
We are working on continuing to teach the whole
child by building them up from the academic side,
as well as, from the social-emotional side. We are
continuing to working on building a community so
that we can effectively work together as a team. In
Reading, we are at the end stages of learning how to
write a persuasive paper. And focus on the process
of how to write a persuasive paper. The focus in
Math is on whole numbers; place value,
comparison, addition, and subtraction. We are
learning to understand of rounding whole numbers.
Also, we are now working on Algebra and
Algebraic Thinking. In Science we have been
discussing the Environment. Lastly, in Social
Studies, we are still learning more about World
Event. Needless to say, we have been very busy
learning to appreciate others and education.
Mrs. Thomason
Mr. James
thomasoni@district148.net
jamesr@district148.net
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Mr. James

5th Grade
Teachers…
May 2021 Newsletter

Mr. Pletka
Fifth grade is springing into learning. As the recent weather has alternated between
warm and cool, it has highlighted the unpredictability of our learning path.
In Reading, our students will learn how relationships between historical events and
individuals are important to understanding events. They will gain a knowledge of
certain social movements and how they have changed large groups of people. We will
be reading the anchor text "Real Life Superheroes" and the supporting texts “Angel
Island” and "The Great Migration.” Classes will learn how relationships between words
help us understand words better. They will then use that ability in their writing. We
encourage each student to read independently at home for at least 20 minutes a day to
build their skills in reading.
In Math, the students are learning how to multiply fractions to find area and
multiplication as scaling. We will also be reviewing solving problems involving
partitioning and sharing equal groups, as well as multiplication and division facts.
Students should go on the I-Ready Math website and do 15-20 minutes of practice each
night on their Path.
In Science, we will be learning about mixtures and compounds, as well as chemical
reactions. We will also study parts of plants, soil, and bugs.
In Social Studies, students will be studying the Declaration of Independence, the
Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and forms of government.
We know that remote learning is a challenge for all. Please make sure that your child
has a quiet space that helps them to focus, minimize distractions, and do their best.
Finally, we would be remiss if we did not mention the Students-of-the-Month. The
qualifications for this honor are: 90% or higher attendance rate, no Fs, no discipline
referrals, and a Grade Point Average of 2.0 or higher. Congratulations to the Studentsof-the-Month:
Romye Gebre Epps

Shaniyah Blackmond

David Carter

Ms. Garrett
Mr. Norris
Mr. Pletka

5th Grade Teachers
Washington Elementary
5th Grade Teachers
Washington Elementary
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Mr. Norris
Ms. Garrett

K-5 Music
Teacher…
Mr. Cheney
Greetings, Washington Families!
In May, music classes in grades K-2 will continue learning
new songs, exploring elements of music such as form,
harmony, and loudness through activities that include
singing, reading, listening to music, and possibly game
songs. Third and fourth grade students will continue
developing their understanding of musical elements through
singing, listening, and online resources. Fifth grade classes
will be composing and improvising, and continuing to learn
about tonality using virtual instruments.
Elementary
Physical
Education
Teacher….
Ms. Eaker

Mr. Cheney

Greetings Washington Families!
During April elementary Physical Education students will take
physical fitness post tests. These tests measure core strength,
cardiovascular fitness and flexibility.
Also specials zoom meeting is daily from 2-3.
Please join us.
539-133-4654
d0aYri
Janet L Eaker
K-5 Physical Education Teacher
Washington School
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Resource
Team…
From the Desk of Washington School Support Programs
Greetings to our Families!
May !!! We made it, but we are not finished yet. Attendance is so
important. Thank you for your support and making sure your
child/ren are attending remote learning every day. Let’s finish the
year with making sure we continue to have our students come to
class and come on time.
As we finish up the school year, please continue to support the
learning process by having a quiet space for your child
(headphones if needed) and as much as possible away from others.
A distraction free space enables learning where students can do
their best work.
You might wonder-What resources are there for my child during
the summer? You can reach out to your child’s resource teacher.
Also, look for the school’s last newsletter where we will share
additional information about resources.

Your Support Team,
Mrs. Cullen, K-4 Special Education Teacher
Ms. Weber, 5-6 Special Education Teacher
Ms. Whitehorn, Junior High Special Education Teacher
Mrs. Snedden, Junior High Special Education Teacher
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K-4th Grade Special
Education:
Mrs. Cullen
5th -6th Grade Special
Education: Ms. Weber
Elementary
Paraprofessional:
Ms. Basemore
th
7 Grade Special
Education
Serita Whitehorn
8th Grade Special
Education: Mrs.
Snedden
Junior High
Paraprofessional:
Mrs. Ragland

School
Nurse…

May 2021 Newsletter

Ms. Mary Jo Konczal

The year has flown by. We are making it through this
new way of learning! Please continue to wear a mask,
wash your hands frequently, and keep frequently used
surfaces clean and social distance. With more and more
adults vaccinated against Covid-19, some of these
recommendations are changing, but we still need to be
safe.
All kindergarten, second and 6th grade students need
dental exams dated 11/2019 or later. If your child has
been seen please send a proof of dental visit to me. Take
a picture in good lighting with form on a flat surface and
email it to me at konczalm@district148.net. Thank you
to all who have already sent them in.
If your child will be entering kindergarten or sixth grade
next year, it is not too early to start scheduling their
doctor visits for required state physicals or
immunizations. If I have contacted you regarding
missing medical documents, please take a picture of the
forms and email them to me as an attachment as soon as
possible. My email is konczalm@district148.net.
Students, who have currently missing documentation,
are excluded for in person school until they are
obtained. ISBE states they may not be on the school
premises for any activities.
Have a happy and healthy month!
Mary Jo Konczal Rn “Nurse K”
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RN
Health Office

Resource team
Socially Speaking…………From Your School Social Workers

Greetings and congratulations - we are so close to ending out this school
year! During a pani (pandemic)! With you all being rock stars around remote
learning! Stop and give yourselves high fives for the work you continue to do
and for helping to build a generous and loving community.
The month of May is used for many celebrations – May Day, Cinco de Mayo,
Memorial Day. One celebration that is near and dear for many is Mother’s
Day. This is a great time to reflect on women figures in our life who have
nurtured and loved us. But Mother’s Day can sometimes be hard for us too,
and that’s ok.

Social
Workers…
Elementary Social
Worker…
Ms. Holmes

Below are some tips for reflecting and celebrating around this day:
Carry on special traditions OR create new ones
Recreating an activity that you and loved ones have done before - even if they
have moved or passed on – can be very soothing. And if nothing comes to
mind, you can create your own tradition. Some of those could include –
making a special meal or treat (maybe even teaching your little ones how to
do it), spending some time writing down or videoing your thoughts, going on a
walk alone or with loved ones.
Make cards for people who love you
Drawing and writing out our feelings and memories are a great way to release
emotions. Make it as colorful and vibrant as you are! Try including the kids
for some family craft time.

Junior High Social
Worker…
Ms. Leach

Visit a place that reminds you of a loving memory
Re-visiting a place that brought you joy can feel so healing. Even if it is driving
past your grandma’s old house or sitting in the parking lot of your elementary
school and thinking of a teacher who let you know that you mattered. If you
can’t visit that person or place, you can take mental tour.
Throw a celebration
Hanging out with your family or even your chosen family can be a fun way to
celebrate the day. Dance, eat and share your memories!
Have an awesome month, and we’re looking forward to seeing you all next
year!

Speech and
Language
Pathologist…
Mrs. Megan Wall

Ms. Holmes and Ms. Leach – School Social Workers
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MTSS

End Of Year Testing

Coordinators:
Ms. Wallace (Elem)
Ms. Martin (JH)

Greetings,
We are now in the last remaining weeks of school. As
such, End of the Year testing has begun.
Kindergarten through 8th grade is testing iReady
Reading and Math Assessments April 26, - April
30,2021.
STAR Reading assessments will take place for
Kindergarten through 7th grade the week of May 17 - 21,
2021.
It is important that we have these End of the Year
datapoints to help establish what additional supports, if
any, your child will need for the upcoming school year
and if the child is attending summer school. Please
check with your student's teacher when testing is
completed after May 21,2021 to see how your
performed.
It would be helpful if you make sure your child has
breakfast and is well rested during testing. We know our
scholars will do well and we thank you in advance for
your cooperation!

Marion Wallace (WE) and Nina Martin (WJH)
MTSS Facilitators

Marion Wallace
MTSS Facilitator
Washington Elementary School
13900 School Street
Riverdale, IL 60827
Phone (708)201-2078 ext. 2353
wallacem@district148.net
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Hello Everyone!

As we embark on our final month of the academic school year, we are encouraging
our students to remain diligent concerning their academics, class participation and
being consistent with following our PBIS Expectations. Frequent rapport building
and Student of the Month or Most Improved Student per quarter are celebrated!
Success and value are instilled within our students as we end our virtual academic
school year experience. As we end, we look forward to embracing a new and
edutaining school year! It is our task to work daily to Empower Every Child. Every
day is a Great Day to express our Bulldog Pride! GO BULLDOGS!!!!!

Greetings Parents, Guardians, and Caretakers!
Hope all is well! I’m happy to announce we all have made it through April’s showers
and now we are prepared to receive May’s flowers. As the school year draws to an
end, I wanted to take the time to thank you all for your resilience and perseverance
with the challenges of remote learning. It is because of your cooperation and
understanding that the teachers were able to deliver quality instruction to our
babies. But, I would be wrong if I didn’t mention the hard work and focus of the
children. Collectively, you all have made this school year fun and successful despite
the trauma caused by the pandemic. It’s a testament to the fact that our
community values education and place priority on the academic success of our
children. Thank you for all you do and have done!

Hassan Hughes
Safety Facilitator/Athletic Director
Washington Jr. High
(708) 201-2078

Elementary
Safety
Facilitator…
Ms. Ballentine

Junior High
Safety
Facilitator…
Mr. Hughes

CARE Facilitator
Mr. Elias

Hello Washington Families,
The students have been working so hard in these trying times. We here at
Washington want you to know that we value the student’s social emotional
learning as much we do their academic learning. Suite360 is the district
program that every student gets on and there is a virtual lesson on several
different topics that our students face. If you have any questions please email
Mr. Elias at eliast@district148.net. Please stay healthy and safe.
Sincerely,
Anthony Elias/CARE Facilitator
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Elementary
And
Junior High
Art
Teacher
Mr. Jones

Hello Parents and Students:
It has been a tremendous school year full of many
surprises and challenges. But I must commend all our
Washington families that have been so supportive to our
Remote Learning program. With only a few weeks of
school left, I encourage all of my Art Students to finish the
year with a super effort.
My Kindergarteners, First Graders and Second Graders
have produced wonderful drawings of the CORDUROY
BEAR . The Corduroy Bear project was based off of the
popular children book authored by Don Freeman.
Third , Fourth ands Fifth Graders have submitted
outstanding renderings of drawings of a RACCOON
using the art elements of lines, textures, shapes and colors.
Finally our Junior High Students have produced
PORTRAITS WITH SUNGLASSES..
The challenge in this assignment was to show a reflection
in the lens of the sunglasses. I have seen some very
interesting and excellent work!!! The famous 14th century
Flemish painter used a similar technique of painting
pictures and always hiding a reflective image of himself!!!
Any student that may be running low on art supplies,
please send me an email or Classdojo message.
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6th Grade
Teachers…
Ms. Reed
Ms. Seaton
Mrs. Winston

6th Grade News

In Math, we will be learning within our i-Ready
curriculum and moving into Unit 2 Lesson 2. Students
will divide whole numbers and multi-digit decimals.
The math vocabulary that students will become
familiar with is denominator, equivalent fractions,
numerator, partial quotients strategy, power of 10,
and remainder. Last, the academic vocabulary
students will use is "standard".
In EL, we are finishing up our reading of Two Roads
by Joseph Bruchac. Together we have been discussing
the character's point of view and how the author
conveys it. We will continue to explore Native
American culture and build on our understanding of
what life was like for them.
In Writing, students will continue to demonstrate
command of the conventions of standard English
grammar and usage when writing or speaking.
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7th Grade
Teachers…
Ms. Gordon
Ms. Soyege
Mr. Wells

Greetings Parents and Guardians:
7th graders have completed the U.S. Constitution Test. 7th graders are demonstrating
the Expectations of our school. 7th graders have commenced studying for the State
Constitution Test. 7th graders are developing their Common Core State Standards
daily. 7th graders are enhancing their basic learning skills: listening, reading, speaking
and writing. 7th graders practice ameliorating their technological aptitudes. 7th
graders work in small group settings and differentiation with fidelity. 7th graders are
problem solvers and critical thinkers. 7th graders are segueing into 8th graders!
Mr. Wells
Hello, students and families!
In Language Arts, we are continuing to study Harlem Renaissance works. Students
will be examining the impact that these 1920s artists, writers, playwrights, musicians,
and poets had on more modern creators.
It's hard to believe we are nearing completion of this school year. Let's finish strong!
Ms. Gorden
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Junior High PE
Teachers…
Mr. Roberson
Mrs. Blackful

Dear Parents/Guardians;
The Physical Education Department would like to wish
everyone a “Happy Summer Break”. In light of our
Remote Learning, we appreciate everyone for making
every effort to complete and turn in assignments. May
all the Washington Junior High Student’s and their
families take this time to appreciate one another and
continue to spend quality time together.
Mr. Roberson and Mrs. Blackful
Washington Junior High
Physical Education

Greetings Parents and Guardians:

Jr. High
Technology
Teacher
Ms. Durden

Computer class is continuing to learn new features on Microsoft 365
weekly and will move forward to learn more before the end of the year. I
plan to introduce more of the features that will add an artistic element to
a document such as bullets and list as well as being able to format pictures
and images in a document. Students will also review how to add and
format shapes in a document to also bring more interest to a document
and to the person who will receive the document.
Many of the features that are used by one of the Microsoft 365
applications such as Word can also be used easily on Power Point and
Excel. I plan to review how to use artistic features on Power Point and
Excel so that students will have a better understanding of how to use
multiply features on any Microsoft 365 application.
Ms. Durden
Computer Teacher
durdenp@district148.net
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Dear Parents/Guardians

8th Grade
Teachers…
Ms. Gray
Ms. Weathersby
Ms. Truitt

Hello Washington Family!
Spring has sprung and we are approaching our final weeks of the school year! 8th grade
students are continuing to explore “The Omnivore’s Dilemma” in ELA class. They are
practicing valuable research skills such as learning to create focus questions for research,
determining whether a source is credible, and citing evidence from sources that address
central research questions. Students are currently working in small groups to complete a
Jigsaw Reading Activity that focuses on how organic foods, pesticides, food deserts, and
high fructose corn syrup influence our access to healthy food. This activity will help
prepare students to complete their own independent research related to the omnivore’s
dilemma. Progress reports for the 4th quarter are now available in the Parent Portal, so be
sure to check on your child’s progress. Continue to encourage them to stay caught up or
get caught up with all of their assignments. The lines of communication remain open, so
please reach out to teachers to share your questions and concerns.

“Despite the forecast, live like it's spring.” Lilly Pulitzer
Maxine Gray, M.S.Ed, M.Ed - graym@district148.net
8th Grade Language Arts Teacher
In Math, Ms. Weathersby’s Wonderful Math Scholars are receiving math instruction 5 days-a-week and I
am so excited to finally be able to fully implement our new I-Ready Math Program efficiently and
effectively.
Our Eighth Graders are whipping through Unit 2 which focuses on Dilations and Angle Relationships. We
are now focusing on Angle Relationships and will be moving into Unit 3 on Linear Relationships before
the month is up. Students know that the lessons we are working on in the book are always available to
Maxine
Gray,inM.S.Ed,
them online
Teams asM.Ed
well -asgraym@district148.net
the slides from class and videos of the lessons. All book assignments are
also posted on Teams and should be turned in on Teams within the assignment.

8th Grade Language Arts Teacher
I-Ready is a personalized instruction path that helps students fill prerequisite gaps and build up grade-level
skills. Therefore, it is IMPERATIVE that students are not only completing their Teacher-Assigned
Lessons and Homework but also, that they are completing assignments in their My Path Assignment Logs.
Students should be logging on to i-Ready EVERYDAY during Intervention which is built into their
schedules from 1:40-2:30! On some days, I have extended Math Sessions during that time; however,
students are still expected to log in for at least 20-30 minutes afterwards. It is a requirement per
DISTRICT and a grade for students to complete 3 lessons each week. Please ensure your student is
logging on each day...each week to i-Ready!
I know Remote Learning has not been an easy adjustment for all and together, we will get through this.
However, we need to work TOGETHER to ensure our students are staying focused and working to the
best of their ability. If you should ever need to contact me, I can be reached on my cell at 708-2482511...e-mail weathersbyn@district148.net or on Class Dojo.
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May
2021
WASHINGTON SCHOOL
Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

½ daySchool
Improvement
16

17

18

19

20

21

22

27

28

29

Parent Advisory
Meeting 5:00

23

24

25
Board
Meeting@
5:00pm

30

26
8th Grade
Graduations

31
NO School
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Last day of
school

